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Abstract
The study of exploration in Reinforcement Learning (RL) has a long history but it remains an unsolved
problem. Recent approaches applied to Deep RL are based on the concept of intrinsic motivation and are
implemented in the shape of an exploration bonus, added to the environment reward, that encourages
visiting exhaustively the whole state-action space as fast as possible. This approach is supported by the vast
theory of RL for which convergence to optimality assumes exhaustive exploration. Yet, Human Beings and
mammals do not exhaustively explore the world and their motivation is not only based on novelty but also
on diverse other factors (e.g., curiosity, fun, style, pleasure, safety, competition, etc.). They optimize for
life-long learning and train to learn transferable skills in playgrounds without obvious goals. They also apply
innate or learned priors to save time and stay safe. For these reasons, we propose a method for learning an
exploration bonus from demonstrations that could transfer these motivations to an artificial agent without
explicitly modeling them. Using an inverse RL approach, we show that different exploration behaviors can
be learnt and efficiently used by RL agents to solve tasks for which exhaustive exploration is prohibitive.
1 Introduction
Reinforcement Learning has addressed a variety of sequential-decision-making problems whether in games [40,
21, 34] or robotics [1, 2]. Nevertheless, some simple problems remain unsolved. Current state-of-the-art
methods struggle to find good policies in environments (1) where constant negative rewards may discourage
the agent to explore (e.g., the Pitfall! game from Atari), (2) where the reward is so sparse that an agent does
not find any (e.g., the Montezuma’s Revenge Atari game), (3) where state and action space are big (e.g., text
worlds). In order to tackle these specific problems, the use of reward bonuses, inspired by animal curiosity,
was proposed to steer the agent’s exploration [35, 36]. Even though different intrinsic bonuses have been
proposed, they all rely on the same principle: novelty should be rewarded. These methods mostly differ in
how they compute this notion of newness. Count-based methods do it by counting how often the agent has
encountered a given state [36]. Pseudo-counts methods [4, 24] allow to approximate counts in large state
spaces. Prediction error is also used to measure novelty, either by computing the agent’s ability to predict
the future [27] or random statistics about the current state [7]. Some restrict novelty to state-action pairs
that have an impact on the agent [30] or derive empowerment metrics [22] using mutual information. All
these methods naturally encourage the discovery of new states through exhaustive exploration. Yet, in most
realistic environments, exhaustive exploration is (1) not feasible due to the size of the state-action space, (2)
not desirable as most behaviors are unlikely to be relevant for the task at hand.
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Nonetheless, human and more generally mammals exploration behaviors are governed by various motivations
and constraints. Intelligent Beings do not have unlimited resources of time and energy. They optimize these
resources to survive and reproduce but also to have fun [14], to help others [8] or to satisfy their curiosity.
Oudeyer and Kaplan [25] makes the difference between homeostatic motivations, that encourage to stay in
the “comfort zone” and generally correspond to desires that can be satiated; and heterostatic motivations,
that push organisms out of equilibrium but cannot be satiated. These many desires shape the way organisms
interact with their environment, encouraging them to discover new things but also to protect themselves,
avoiding over-surprising events with mechanisms like fear [19]. Berseth et al. [5] exemplified how to exploit
such priors by implementing a “homeostasis” objective for RL, thereby showing how different from “novelty
seeking” these priors can be. Eventually, the resource constraints stop organisms from exploring exhaustively
their environment and push them to transfer knowledge from past experience.
In an arbitrary environment, exhaustive exploration is desirable and leads to convergence with theoretical
guarantees [37]. But when the exploration presents some structure, one can transfer skills and priors from
similar environments. Dubey et al. [9] exemplified, in the case of simple video games, how humans priors help
us to solve new problems. The authors enlighten how humans struggle to play the same video game when
the semantics of the objects are changed, when the physics of the environment (e.g., the gravity) is rotated,
when the visual similarities are modified or when the natural way of interacting with objects is transformed.
Overall, they show how much of the human’s ability to solve a new game in a zero-shot manner is due to
their prior on the environment.
In this paper, we propose to learn a bonus that captures these priors and sources of motivation from
demonstrations of goal-driven exploratory behaviors. By adopting this approach, we expect to learn a bonus
that implicitly helps reproducing a structured exploration behavior in lieu of an exhaustive one. We also
argue that, to a certain extent at least, this can happen without the need of extra modelling inspired by
cognitive or behavioral research. To do so, we cast this problem as an inverse RL problem with the difference
that only some fraction of the reward optimized by an observed agent is hidden: the intrinsic motivation
bonus. The task-related reward remains provided by the environment.
Therefore, we propose the following contributions:
1. a modelling that allows for disentangling the reward optimized by a demonstrator from its intrinsic
motivation bonus;
2. an architecture, that we call “Show me the Way” (SmtW), based on a cascade of supervised learning
methods that extracts that exploration bonus from demonstrations;
3. a method for assessing the quality of the bonus in terms of its ability to encourage similar exploration
behaviors as the demonstrator.
To evaluate SmtW, we validate a set of hypotheses on a controlled environment. We notably find that our
method can learn structures and styles, transfer useful priors and encourages long-term planning.
2 Background
Markov Decision Processes. In Reinforcement Learning (RL), an agent learns to behave optimally
through interactions with an environment. This is usually formalized as a Markov Decision Processes
(MDP) [38, 29], a tuple (S,A,P,R, γ) with S the set of states, A the set of actions (assumed discrete here),
P : S ×A → P(S) the Markovian transition kernel defining the dynamic of the environment, R : S ×A → R
a bounded reward function and γ ∈ [0, 1[ a discount factor. The agent interacts with the environment
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Figure 1: Trajectories (s, a, . . . ) are generated by a demonstrator exploring its environment. In order to
recover a bonus that can explain its behavior, a BC policy parameterized with an LSTM is trained to predict
the actions of the demonstrator from its trajectories of states, by minimizing LBC. The policy’s logits Qφ are
interpreted as optimal Q-values and used to compute a regression target. A bonus function Bθ, parameterized
with an LSTM, is then trained to predict it, by minimizing Lreg.
through a (here deterministic) policy pi : S → A. The quality of a given policy is quantified by the associated
state-action value function, or Q-function. It is the expected discounted cumulative reward for starting from
s, taking action a, and following pi afterward: Qpi(s, a) = Epi[
∑
t≥0 γ
trt|s0 = s, a0 = a], with at = pi(st),
rt = R(st, at) and st+1 ∼ P(.|st, at). By construction, it satisfies the Bellman equation: for any s, a,
Qpi(s, a) = R(s, a) + γ
∑
s′ P(s′|s, a)Qpi(s′, pi(s′)). An optimal policy pi∗ satisfies component-wise Qpi∗ ≥ Qpi,
for any policy pi. Let Q∗ = Qpi∗ be the associated (unique) optimal Q-function, any deterministic optimal
policy is greedy with respect to it: pi∗(s) ∈ argmaxaQ∗(s, a).
Exploration Bonus. A common strategy to encourage exploration is to augment the reward function
with a bonus. This bonus generally depends on past history. For example, a bonus rewarding novelty requires
remembering what has been experienced so far. Write ht = (s0, a0, . . . , st−1, at−1, st) the history up to time
t, and H the set of all histories. Generally speaking, we abstract a bonus as B : H×A → R, and use it for
addressing the dilemma between exploration and exploitation, which thus amounts for the agent to optimize
for R(st, at) +B(ht, at) instead of simply R(st, at).
3 Show me the Way
Our main contribution is Show me the Way (SmtW), a new exploration bonus extracted from demonstrations.
The proposed method learns the demonstrator’s intrinsic bonus and encourages the agent to imitate its way
of exploring the environment.
Formalization. We assume to have access to demonstrations, and that these demonstrations are optimal
according to the (known) reward of the environment plus the (unknown) intrinsic bonus of the demonstrator.
The environment being assumed Markovian, knowing the current state is enough to act optimally according
to the task (optimizing for the environment’s reward). Yet, the demonstrator also optimizes its exploration
bonus, that depends on the past. To formalize things, we consider that the demonstrations are provided
by a policy pie : H → A, and that the policy is optimal for the augmented MDP (H,A,P,R+B), where H
replaces S and R+B replaces R.
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We frame our problem as learning the bonus B from trajectories sampled from pie. As such, it seems very
close to an Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL) problem, that aims at recovering a reward function from
expert’s trajectories. Yet, we have two additional difficulties here. First, we have to take the whole history
into account. Second, we aim at learning the bonus, which requires disentangling the known reward from the
bonus to be learnt.
Our approach. If we cannot naively apply any existing IRL algorithm to our problem, it can be a source
of inspiration. Especially, following Klein et al. [18], let’s assume that a behavior cloning (BC) policy can be
learned using a standard classifier, like a neural network, that learns to map states s to demonstrator actions
ae. Most classifier would compute scores QBC(s, a) (for example, the logits in a neural network) and a policy
piBC(s), mimicking the demonstrator, could be obtained by selecting actions as piBC(s) = argmaxaQBC(s, a).
As we expect an expert to be greedy according to its internal Q-function (Qe), its policy should follow
pie(s) = argmaxaQ
e(s, a). If we assume piBC to be close to pie, we can identify Qe with QBC and act as if
the classifier learned the expert’s Q-function. From this, one can use QBC in the Bellman equation to recover
a reward (the reward is roughly the difference of consecutive Q-values). We extend this general idea to our
own problem.
Assume that we have access to trajectories (se0, ae0, se1, . . . ) sampled by the unknown demonstrator pie.
We rewrite this data as a set of transitions {(het , aet , ret , het+1)}, with het = (se0, . . . aet−1, set ) as defined before,
ht+1 = (ht, at, st+1), and rt = R(st, at) (recall that we assume the reward to be known). Let softmax(Qφ) be
a neural network classifier with LSTM [13] units, φ being the set of parameters and Qφ being the logits. We
propose to train piφ to do behavioral cloning, that is to predict the demonstrator actions aet based on its past
interactions het , by minimizing a cross-entropy loss:
LBCt = − ln(softmax(Qφ(het , aet )),
with Qφ(h, a) the ath logit for input h. If the classifier learns correctly, the logits of the resulting network
should satisfy Qφ(het , aet ) > Qφ(het , a) for a 6= aet , and the class predicted by the classifier will be piφ(ht) =
argmaxaQφ(ht, a). As such, one can interpret Qφ as an optimal Q-function (hence the notation), and piφ as
the associated optimal policy. Both these quantities can be related to the bonus-augmented reward through
the Bellman equation, that holds for the augmented MDP:
Qφ(ht, at) = R(st, at) + B(ht, at) + γ
∑
s′
P(s′|st, at)Qφ((ht, at, s′), piφ((ht, at, s′))).
This suggests a simple solution for learning a bonus function: learn a network Bθ (parameterized by θ, with
LSTM units) by minimizing a square-loss, the regression target being Qφ(het , aet )− γQφ(het+1, piφ(het+1))−
R(set , a
e
t ), an unbiased sample of what would give the true Bellman equation. However, we only observe
optimal actions (according to R+B), so this alone would hardly generalize to suboptimal ones. Therefore,
we propose a heuristic, that consists in regressing for suboptimal actions towards Bmin, a hyperparameter of
the algorithm. For example, it could be set to mint(Qφ(het , aet )− γQφ(het+1, piφ(het+1))−R(set , aet ))− 1, the
minimum being over transitions in the dataset. This gives the following loss, for a transition (het , aet , het+1),
and for a¯et being sampled randomly in A\{aet}:
Lregt =
(
Qφ(h
e
t , a
e
t )− γQφ(het+1, piφ(het+1))−R(set , aet )− Bθ(het , aet )
)2
+ (Bmin−Bθ(het , a¯et ))2 .
To sum up, we train a BC policy by minimizing LBC. The implicit resulting logits are considered optimal
Q-values, that are in turn used to learn the bonus Bθ by minimizing the loss Lreg (Figure 1).
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4 Experiments
We aim at providing insights on what priors SmtW is able to extract from the demonstrations. Specifically,
we wish to verify that SmtW is able to make use of memory to encourage a structured exploration of
the environment. In order to thoroughly study the method, we test it on a grid-world where we are able
to design specific behaviors. As in IRL, studying the return of an agent trained with our bonus is only
a proxy to evaluate SmtW’s quality and is not informative on the priors the bonus conveys. We thus
focus our experiments on analyzing the priors that were extracted from the demonstrations by the method.
More specifically we wish to answer the following questions: (1) Is SmtW encouraging the demonstrator’s
behavior more than a random one? (2) Is SmtW capturing the demonstrator’s style, its way of exploring the
environment? (3) Is SmtW capturing the skills required to solve the task? (4) Does SmtW encourage novelty
seeking? (5) Does SmtW captures the constraints the demonstrator may be submitted to? After answering
these questions, we eventually check that a simple agent can benefit from SmtW to actually solve efficiently
a task.
Figure 2: KeysDoors(N=5).
The environment. We introduce an environment that will allow us
to provide insights on these various questions. We require this environ-
ment to be procedurally-generated in order to test SmtW’s ability to
generalize to unseen environments. We want it to require combinatorial
exploration to be solved so that a demonstrator would naturally use a
structured exploration. To achieve this, we introduce the KeysDoors
grid-world of size NxN. It contains N keys and N doors, modeled by
two different colors. The agent has a third color. The goal is to find
the correct key and to open the correct door with it. As doors (resp.
keys) are indistinguishable, an explorer has to try the different keys on
the different doors. Actions available are {go left, go right, go up, go
down, take, open, wait}. When an agent makes the action “take” on a
key, it is then able to move with it. Actions “open” or “take” make the
agent lose the key it is holding. To solve the task, the agent has to go
to the correct key, take it, go to the right door without doing action “take” or “open” on the way, and then
“open” the door. We need the environment to require perseverance so we made the reward function -1 for any
actions but the wait action, that is rewarded 0. Opening the correct door with the correct key gives a reward
of 100 and terminates the episode. It requires perseverance as a “lazy” policy would get a return of 0 while
trying to find the 100 reward gives -1 at each step. This is a well known issue in RL that simple exploration
leads to such lazy solutions.
The demonstrations are generated to introduce a visible bias in how the environment is explored. For a
given instance of the environment, the demonstrator navigates between keys and doors and tries key/door
pair in a precise order. It takes the first key on the left and tries it on the first door on the left, then it tries
the same key on the second door etc. Once it has tried the first key on every door, it repeats the operation
with the second key and proceeds further this way. The episode ends when the demonstrator finds the right
key/door pair and obtains the reward. Then it “exploits”, taking the correct key and opening directly the
correct door five consecutive times. Note that this also simulates the non-stationnarity happening in most
goal-directed task solving process. One first mainly explores and then exploits more and more.
Train vs. Test. The bonus is always used in new test environments, unseen in the demonstrations.
SmtW’s ability to generalize to new environments is thus tested in all the following experiments. Given
the possible positions of the keys, of the doors and then of the correct key and the correct door, there are
(N − 1)N3 possible instances of the environment.
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4.1 Bonus analysis
We train the SmtW bonus on 200 KeysDoors(N=5) training-environments with 10 demonstrations for each of
them. The implementation choices are detailed in Appendix A.3. In order to study the priors extracted from
the demonstrations, we study the distribution of bonus given by SmtW along various trajectories following
a given behavior. This allows us to study what behaviors are encouraged, which one are discouraged, are
two equally good behaviors rewarded identically? We thereafter plot the distribution of bonus on various
user-defined behaviors and average the results on 20 test environments, unseen during the training of SmtW.
This way, we will be able to show how different behaviors are rewarded by the different bonuses. We compare
the bonus given by SmtW along these trajectories to the one that would be given by a count-based [36] and
a random network distillation bonus [7]. This will allow to verify that we do not just learn a proxy for a
novelty based bonus.
Is SmtW encouraging a structured exploration more than a random one? We compare in
Figure 3 the distribution of bonus received along random trajectories to the ones obtained by the demonstrator’s
behavior. Recall that SmtW has been trained on similar environments but is here tested on different ones. It
thus has not been trained with the instances of the “demonstrator’s behavior” it is shown here.
As shown on Figure 3, the demonstrator’s behavior (top) is more rewarded by SmtW than the random
behavior (bottom). The count-based bonus also rewards the demonstrator’s behavior more than a random
one as a random behavior explores the environment very locally. Surprisingly, RND rewards the random
behavior more than the demonstrator’s one. This might be explained by the fact that the demonstrator visits
several time the same state in order to explore correctly. Indeed the demonstrator has to go several times to
the same key to take it and try it on the several doors.
SmtW
demonstrator
Count Based
demonstrator
RND
demonstrator
2 0 2 4 6
random
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
random
1.5 1.0 0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5
random
Figure 3: Bonus distribution received by an demonstrator’s behavior (top) and a random behavior (bottom),
averaged over 20 test environments. The dashed vertical line is the mean of the distribution.
Is SmtW capturing the demonstrator’s style, his way of exploring the environment? We show
in Figure 4 the distribution of bonus received along different behaviors. We compare the bonus obtained
by the demonstrator’s behavior to one obtained by a demonstrator’s behavior that tries the key/door pairs
in the reverse order (from right to left instead of left to right) and one that tries them in a random order.
These three behaviors lead to the same outcome but we hope to capture the demonstrator’s exploration bias
and see if it encourages the behaviors that tries the key/door pair in the same order as the demonstrations.
As shown on Figure 4, the count based bonus and RND reward similarly the three behaviors, as they lead to
the same amount of novelty. Only the order in which the key/door pairs are tried is change. SmtW, on the
contrary, encourages to reproduce the demonstrator bias. It rewards more the behavior trying the key/door
pairs in the same order as in the demonstrations.
Is SmtW capturing the priors useful to solve the task? Figure 5 shows the distribution of bonus
received by the demonstrator’s behavior and compare it to the one received by a behavior loosing the key on
the way to the door (by taking action “open” before being on the door). As shown on Figure 5, the count-based
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SmtW
demonstrator
Count Based
demonstrator
RND
demonstrator
demonstrator
inverse
demonstrator
inverse
demonstrator
inverse
2 0 2 4 6
demonstrator
random
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
demonstrator
random
1.5 1.0 0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5
demonstrator
random
Figure 4: Bonus distribution received by an demonstrator’s behavior (top), a behavior trying key/door pairs
in inverse order (middle), and in random order (bottom).
bonus and RND reward equivalently these two behaviors as they bring the same amount of novelty (both in
term of ground-truth-state and observations). SmtW does not reward the “dummy demonstrator” behavior
as much as the expert one and we can interpret the lower distribution mode (SmtW-bottom) as the bonus
obtained after loosing the key. We can argue that SmtW has somehow captured the prior that it is useful to
navigate from the key to the door without loosing the key.
SmtW
demonstrator
Count Based
demonstrator
RND
demonstrator
2 0 2 4 6
dummy
demonstrator
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
dummy
demonstrator
1.5 1.0 0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5
dummy
demonstrator
Figure 5: Bonus distribution received by an demonstrator’s behavior (top) and by a “dummy demonstrator”
behavior, acting (almost) like the demonstrator but releasing the key on the way to the door (bottom).
Does SmtW encourage long-term exploration? As the environment gives a reward of −1 for taking
any action but the wait, an agent not exploring sufficiently would quickly converge to the policy only taking
action wait to avoid negative rewards (verified in Figure 9). This same problem is visible in the Pitfall! game,
where the best agents learn a policy obtaining 0 reward, whilst persevering humans get much higher scores.
We show in Figure 6 the distribution of bonus obtained by a behavior constantly taking the wait action and
compare it the bonus distribution obtained by the demonstrator’s behavior. As shown on Figure 6, SmtW
rewards negatively a behavior not seeking novelty. As expected the count based gives a bonus very close to 0
for such a behavior. Perhaps surprisingly, RND rewards negatively this behavior but not with an average
bonus lower than the demonstrator’s behavior. This might be also due to the designed bonus normalization
that RND uses (zero-mean unit-variance).
Does SmtW captures the constraints the demonstrator may be submitted to? A demonstrator
can be subject to time or energy constraints. In the demonstrations, the demonstrator tries to explore the
environment as fast as possible and does not take action wait on his way to keys and doors. We compare the
bonus distribution obtained by the demonstrator’s behavior to the one obtained by the same behavior having
a probability 0.1 of waiting at each step. The overall behavior is thus almost the demonstrator’s one, except
for the fact that it is sometimes taking action “wait”.
As shown on Figure 7, RND and the count-based bonus reward equivalently these two behaviors. On the
other hand, SmtW rewards less the “waiting demonstrator” behavior. We argue it has somehow captured the
prior resulting from the resource constraint that leads the demonstrator to try the key/door pairs as fast as
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SmtW
demonstrator
Count Based
demonstrator
RND
demonstrator
2 0 2 4 6
standin
still
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
standin
still
1.5 1.0 0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5
standin
still
Figure 6: Bonus distribution received by an demonstrator’s behavior (top) and by a behavior not moving at
all to avoid negative rewards (bottom).
possible.
SmtW
demonstrator
Count Based
demonstrator
RND
demonstrator
2 0 2 4 6
waiting
demonstrator
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
waiting
demonstrator
1.5 1.0 0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5
waiting
demonstrator
Figure 7: Bonus distribution received by an demonstrator’s behavior (top) and by a “waiting demonstrator”
behavior, similar but taking action wait with probability 0.1 at each step (bottom).
What is more, a demonstrator might be subject to safety constraints. As example, it might be dangerous
for a robot to try an action in an inappropriate place. The demonstrations minimize the number of time
they use the action “take” and only do it when on keys. We can consider that the demonstrator’s behavior
complied with safety constraints. We show in Figure 8 the bonus distribution obtained by the demonstrator’s
behavior and compare it with the one obtained by the behavior trying the action take on each state on his
way to the key. The behavior also solves the task but could be seen as unsafe if the action is not supposed to
be taken elsewhere than on keys. As shown on Figure 8, the RND and the count-based bonuses rewards
equivalently these two behaviors. This is expected as they bring the same amount of novelty. In contrast,
SmtW rewards less the “unsafe demonstrator” behavior, capturing the safety prior the demonstrator have
been subject to.
SmtW
demonstrator
Count Based
demonstrator
RND
demonstrator
2 0 2 4 6
unsafe
demonstrator
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
unsafe
demonstrator
1.5 1.0 0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5
unsafe
demonstrator
Figure 8: Bonus distribution received by an demonstrator’s behavior (top) and by a “unsafe demonstrator”
behavior, navigating like the demonstrator but trying the action “take” on each state until it has the key
(bottom).
Overall, we argue that SmtW is able to recover some important bias and constraints inherent to the
demonstrations. Hand-crafting a reward expressing these motivations could be extremely complicated and
we demonstrated that SmtW is able to generalize these motivations to unseen environments.
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4.2 Training an agent on the bonus
0 20 40 60 80 100400
300
200
100
0
100
Return
0 20 40 60 80 100
0
200
400
600
800
1000
Bonus
-greedy
SmtW
Count Based
Figure 9: Median and min/max values of the return per episode
(left) and of the total bonus per episode(right).
We now wish to check that an agent can
benefit from SmtW. We thus train a Q-
learning agent with SmtW and compare
the results with that of a simple -greedy
(=0.1) exploration strategy and a count-
based bonus with B(s, a) = N(s, a)−1/2.
The results are averaged over 10 newly
generated environments, unseen during
SmtW training. For each of these en-
vironments, the experiment is repeated
twice. We present, for each algorithm,
the best result after a hyper-parameter
search, given explicitly in Appx. A.4.
The bonus given by our method is computed to capture the exploratory behavior of the demonstrator.
In order for the agent not to keep exploring forever, our bonus is here divided by
√
k with k the number of
step of training.
As Figure 9 shows, the Q-learning with an -greedy exploration strategy quickly gets stuck in “waiting”
at each timestep. SmtW encourages the agent to visit its environment and solves the 10 new environments
much faster than the count-based method that push for exhaustive exploration.
5 Related Work
Intrinsic Motivation. Intrinsic motivation is essential to mental development [26] and we can argue that
this may, in consequence, be an essential component for computational learning. Oudeyer and Kaplan [25]
argue that all humans respond to intrinsic motivations. Young infants motivations can be qualified as more
chaotic as they push children to bite, throw, grasp or shout in order to learn. Adults, in contrast, have more
structured intrinsic motivations, activated, for instance, when they play games, read novels or watch movies.
Correctly using these numerous intrinsic motivations can be key to train agents that solve more and more
difficult tasks. Instead of modeling such intrinsic motivations to mimic cognitive processes, we learn them
from demonstrations.
Exploration. In order to provide an exploration signal to the agent, [36] proposed the very intuitive
count-based method in order to measure novelty. Counting how many times the agent has been in a given state,
it rewards less visited states. Several methods extended this idea to large state-space problems [24, 4, 39, 20],
where it is not possible to count state occupancy. Intrinsic curiosity is also commonly computed as a prediction
error, either trying to predict the environment’s dynamics [27, 30] or random statistics about the current
state [7]. Different methods try also to measure surprise as a prediction gain [33, 15]. Instead of designing
such a bonus, we aim at learning one from demonstrations.
Learning from demonstrations. Imitation learning, the problem of learning from demonstrations, is
typically folded into two different paradigms. (1) Behavioral cloning [28, 3, 31] tries to directly match the
demonstrator’s behavior, generally using supervised learning techniques. (2) Inverse Reinforcement Learning
[32, 23] first tries to recover a reward explaining the demonstrator’s behavior, before optimizing the reward
for imitating the demonstrator. Some methods output an explicit reward [18, 1, 23, 41] while adversarial
imitation learning can be seen as IRL with implicit reward recovery [12, 11, 10]. Overall these methods all
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assume that the near-optimality of the demonstrations. Some works try to relax this assumption and to
learn from sub-optimal demonstrations [16, 6]. IRL methods typically control the quality of their algorithm
through the proxy of the return obtained by an agent trained on the inferred reward.
Our methods differs from these methods it does not assume that demonstrations are optimal but rather
try to answer the question: “In what way is the demonstrator’s behavior deviating from an optimal policy?”.
Moreover, we do not seek to recover a reward as in IRL but rather to recover a bonus explaining which,
added to the environment reward, explains the demonstrator’s behavior. Facing the same problem that the
usual proxy to control the algorithm quality (training an agent on the inferred bonus) is not informative, we
decided to study our method through its response to various behaviors.
6 Conclusion
In this work, we present a novel method for extracting an intrinsic bonus from the demonstrations. The
method we introduce is offline and does not require environment interactions to recover the bonus, unlike
recent adversarial imitation methods who need numerous interaction in order to recover a reward function.
Anyway, those methods could not be readily applied to our problem, as they do not explicitly compute a
reward function. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, this is one of the very first method to recover some
kind reward that is history-dependent. We show how this bonus generalize to unseen environments and is able
to convey long-term priors. We exemplified the approach on a simple yet didactic and challenging example.
Yet, testing the method on a larger-scale environment would require human exploratory demonstrations.
Gathering such a dataset is costly and very few are already available. Even though the given example
is simple, this novel approach of capturing the demonstrator’s bias could potentially lead to new lines of
work in RL. For instance, one could use our method to implement behavioral style-transfer in RL and show
to an agent a specific way to solve the task thanks to demonstrations. Combining a reward and biases
extracted from demonstrations may also help for robotic tasks, where some aspects of the task are easily
programmable with a reward but some expectations on how to solve the task may be easier to transmit
thanks to demonstrations. This could also lead to some advances in tackling mispecified rewards. Using
both a reward, that would contain information on the task to solve but not fully describe the constraints of
the problem and demonstrations to correct the reward can be key to train sequential controllers in complex
dynamics.
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A Implementation Details
We thereafter detail the implementation choices. The experiments ran on a GPU P100.
A.1 The environment
The KeysDoors environment is generated procedurally. For each column, locations for a door and a key are
sampled uniformly without replacement. Thus, there is exactly one key and one door on each column and
these cannot be at the same location. The “correct” key is then uniformly sampled among the keys and the
"correct" door is sampled uniformly among the doors. The initial position of the agent is sample uniformly
on the grid. The environment gives both a ground-truth-state (an integer representing the current state),
only used by the tabular Q-learning as well as an RGB observation (as shown in Fig. 2), used by SmtW.
Figure 10 shows a trajectory in one possible instance of the KeysDoors environment with N = 5. Every
observation x (an N ×N × 3 tensor) is normalized between 0 and 1 by dividing by 255.
Figure 10: A trajectory of length 9 in an instance of the KeysDoors(N=5) environment.
A.2 The behaviors
Different scripted behaviors are presented in Sec. 4.1, more details are given here.
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• The demonstrator tries the first key on the left on every door, from left to right and repeats the operation
for the second key, the third key, and so on. It thus makes use of its memory to remember which pairs
have already been tried so far. The demonstrations are not deterministic. If the demonstrator needs
to go from a key in position (0, 0) to a door in position (3, 4), thus requiring 3 steps "up" and 4 steps
"right", it might execute them in any order.
• The random behavior takes random actions. Trajectories are limited to 1000 steps.
• The demonstrator inverse behavior is similar to the demonstrator as it navigates to a key, takes it,
navigates to a door and opens it. However, the key/door pairs are tried in the reverse order to the
demonstrations.
• The demonstrator random behavior is also similar but tries the key/door pairs in a random order.
• The dummy demonstrator behavior navigates exactly like the demonstrator but drops the key at a
random time on the way to the door (uniformly sampled on the path to the door) by taking action open.
The trajectories are limited to 1000 steps.
• The standing still behavior remains in its original position by only taking the wait action.
• The waiting demonstrator behavior acts like the demonstrator but has a probability 0.5 of waiting at
each step.
• The unsafe demonstrator acts like the demonstrator but takes this action take each time it moves until
it has a key.
A trajectory of an agent moving to a key, taking it, moving to a door and trying to open it with the key is
shown in Fig. 10
A.3 Architectures
Our method works directly with visual inputs, as shown in Fig. 10. The network used for the behavioral
cloning policy piφ has the following architecture: an LSTM with 64 units, a fully-connected layer with
512 units and relu activation and an output layer with as many units as there are actions available in the
environment (7 for KeysDoors). It is trained with the Adam optimizer [17] with a learning rate of 10−3 and
a batch size of 1. It uses the visual input from the environment and not the ground-truth state.
The network used for the regression of the bonus Bθ has the same architecture but an output layer with a
single unit. It is trained with the Adam optimizer, a learning rate of 10−4 and a batch size of 1. The discount
factor used in SmtW is set to γ = 0.99.
A.4 Hyperparameters sweep
For experiment shown in Figure 9, the tabular Q-learning is trained on the 10 test environments twice and
the figure shows the median and the min/max values. For each of the compared algorithms, we sweep over
the agent learning rate over the following values: [0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 0.7]. Only the result of the learning rate with
the hightest median return over the 10× 2 runs is shown for each algorithm. The ε-greedy strategy is used for
all methods with ε = 0.1. Even though the agent is tabular, we recall that SmtW itself does not access the
ground-truth state of the environment. It works from observations. The count-based bonus, on the contrary,
counts ground-truth states. We used the discount factor γ = 0.99.
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